
Pornographic Desire and Virtual Beats: 
Fragmenting Queer Asian Male Bodies  

The Internet has become an integral element of today’s gay male sociality and a tool in 
shaping erotic gay culture. Online pornography, cruising applications, smartphones and 
mobile internet access work together to circulate the mediated gay male body. Broken and 
isolated. Faceless profiles, headless torsos, dick pics and hole pics. Fragmented body 
parts pertaining to gay male sexuality pile on top of one another in one huge orgy. 

“What’s your nationality?” 

“Australian” 

Beat culture within the history of gay male sociality has long been associated with anony-
mous sex. The darkness and shadows of spaces such as clubs, parks, public toilets and 
saunas become masks for strangers to discretely engage with other bodies. Glory holes 
dissolve away the entire body, leaving behind one’s cock to enter another’s mouth. Homo-
eroticism fetishises the body in its broken and fragmented parts. Perhaps this is why gay 
male social relations have tended to latch onto media technology and the Internet where 
bodies and identities become compartmentalised. Grindr, chatrooms and online pornogra-
phy adopt the role of the virtual beat. Sexualised bodies are made public while identities 

remain hidden.1 

But what does ‘gay male sexuality’ even mean? Mainstream culture has continually only 
allowed the representation of one gay man. He is white, masculine, able-bodied and goes 
to the gym six days a week and Arq on the seventh. Homo as in homosexual or homo as 
in homogenous? How do queer Asian male bodies then negotiate their positions alongside 
hostile environments where the white gay male body is considered the centre? What hap-
pens to their identity when they begin to mould themselves to fit within the realms of 
pornographic desire? 

“Where are you from?” 

“Sydney” 

The undesirability of Asian male sexuality has been manifested through the interpolation of 
pornography and the everyday, reflecting back onto one another. Profiles on intimate In-
ternet spaces spit out words which oppress those who do not fall within the boundaries of 
white gay masculinity and sexuality - ‘no rice’, ‘no Asians’. 



The displacement of queer Asian men has led them to finding different modes of construct-
ing their own representation within a culture dominated by white bodies and white su-
premacy. Some Asian men share images of their headless bodies as a way to gain desir-
ability before revealing their racialised faces. The “ethnicity” section on their online profiles 
are left blank to bypass the filtering function built into cruising apps, which allow men seek-
ing sex with other men to exclude and erase potential sex partners based entirely on race, 
age and body types. “The face is a limitation. It is a site for others to project and delimit 

sexuality”.2 

“What is your background?” 

“Vietnamese” 

Along with being violently erased, the queer Asian male body can also be subjected to the 
gaze of white male fetishists. “Polite, smooth and submissive”, the queer Asian male body 
undergoes interrogation, dissection, reduction and racialisation. Racism and fetishism be-
come opposite ends of one problematic spectrum, that is, racialisation. The en masse 
whitewashing of the gay male libido and the neocolonial project of continually reinscribing 
gay Asian men as submissive become acts of violence, which reduce an entire group of 
people. Under the weight of white supremacy, queer Asian men reshape and construct 
their desirability through different processes of cyber- whitewashing via the representation 
of their bodies and fracturing of identity. The shadows of the virtual beat fragments, iso-
lates and masks queer Asian bodies, no longer as a kink for anonymous sex, but as a 
means to exist publicly amongst the homoerotic desires of white hegemonic powers. 
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